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HealthiVibe Partners with Elite Research Network to Offer
Clinical Trial Participant Experience Surveys
Arlington, VA, December 6, 2016 – HealthiVibe, LLC has partnered with Elite Research Network in an
effort to improve the clinical trial experience and gather industry benchmarking data by offering the
HealthiPerspectives™ clinical trial participant experience surveys to patients via sites within Elite
Research Network.
In 2015, HealthiVibe released HealthiPerspectives to capture clinical trial participant feedback at various
time points throughout the clinical trial experience – enrollment, mid-point and close-out. Surveys have
already been fielded on behalf of global pharmaceutical companies in 11 countries, with survey findings
providing substantive qualitative feedback to assist trial sponsors and investigators in the shift to more
patient-centric study design and execution.
The surveys will be provided to Elite Research Network sites via touchscreen tablets for a variety of
clinical trials across multiple therapeutic areas including neurology, gastroenterology, vaccines,
endocrinology, musculoskeletal, and more.
Jennifer Kelly, Senior Director, Operations at HealthiVibe, noted that this partnership marks a significant
expansion of the offering. “This will allow us to gather feedback and actionable insights from a broader
base of patients identified directly from the sites, focusing on the issues that matter most to patients,
from travel logistics to site communication,” she said. Leveraging Elite Research Network’s large
number of active studies, she said, “will also help to build out HealthiVibe’s industry benchmarking
database, providing valuable context that will ultimately be of benefit to everyone in our industry who
shares our mission of making the patient voice paramount to the clinical trial development process.”
“Our sites understand the power of the patient voice in clinical trials so we are very excited to partner
with HealthiVibe on this important initiative,” said Rachael MacQueen, Site Liaison for Elite Research
Network. “With the patient feedback gathered through the HealthiPerspectives survey -- both positive
and constructive -– we will be able to work with our investigators and trial sponsors to make real-time
adjustments to study protocols resulting in faster, more effective, and less expensive research and
development that caters to the study participant’s needs.”
About HealthiVibe, LLC
Built on the premise that the patient voice is critical to all phases of the pharmaceutical product
lifecycle, HealthiVibe offers a systematic, structured process for sponsors and sites to engage with
patients at every stage: from clinical trial design all the way through post-approval activities and
research. Offering a full-service solution that spans a range of activities, from moderating patient
advisory boards to fielding clinical trial participant surveys to performing qualitative and quantitative
outcomes research, HealthiVibe works to help our clients continuously engage with patients, improve
clinical trial design, and bring all aspects of the product lifecycle into alignment with patient
needs. HealthiVibe will be adding more site networks in the second quarter of 2017. Site networks and

sponsors interested in HealthiPerspectives or any of our services should contact HealthiVibe at 866-9616400 or info@healthivibe.com.
About Elite Research Network
Founded in 2004, Elite Research Network is a group of 27 top performing investigative sites located
across the U.S. with a wide variety of therapeutic experience. With over 175 investigators, the network
conducts more than 400 studies each year. Operating under a unique business model, they offer
efficiencies through centralized business development, contract and budget negotiations, and patient
recruitment. The group is known for accelerated study start-up, rapid enrollment and dedication to the
highest quality standards leading them to be a preferred partner to many pharmaceutical companies
and CRO’s. To learn more about Elite Research Network and how they can help accelerate your trial
contact rmacqueen@eliteresearchnetwork.com or call 843-849-7382.
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